Development and validation of an ultra-high sensitive next-generation sequencing assay for molecular diagnosis of clinical oncology.
Dramatic improvements in the understanding of oncogenes have spurred the development of molecular target therapies, which created an exigent need for comprehensive and rapid clinical genotyping. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) assay with increased performance and decreased cost is becoming more widely used in clinical diagnosis. However, the optimization and validation of NGS assay remain a challenge, especially for the detection of somatic variants at low mutant allele fraction (MAF). In the present study, we developed and validated the Novogene Comprehensive Panel (NCP) based on targeted capture for NGS analysis. Due to the high correlation between SNV/INDEL detection performance and target coverage, here we focused on these two types of variants for our deep sequencing strategy. To validate the capability of NCP in single-nucleotide variant (SNV) and small insert and deletion (INDEL) detection, we implemented a practical validation strategy with pooled cell lines, deep sequencing of pooled samples (>2000X average unique coverage across target region) achieving >99% sensitivity and high specificity (positive predictive value, PPV >99%) for all types of variations with expected MAF >5%. Furthermore, given the high sensitivity and that false positive may exist in this assay, we confirmed its accuracy of variants with MAF <5% using 35 formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tumor specimens by Quantstudio 3D Digital PCR (dPCR; Life Technologies) and obtained a high consistency (32 of 35 mutations detected by NGS were verified). We also used the amplification refractory mutation system (ARMS) to verify the variants with a MAF in a broad range of 2-63% detected in 33 FFPE samples and reached a 100% PPV for this assay. As a potential clinical diagnosis tool, NCP can robustly and comprehensively analyze clinical-related genes with high sensitivity and low cost.